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Introduction

This book isn’t a 1000 word essay on how to reinvent the wheel or how to become an 

author worth billions. This text is meant to help you finally get started and finish your novel.

Millions of people talk about wanting to write their novel, but it’s only a handful that 

actually follow through and this is an absolute shame.

In this book, you will find a strategy for starting and finishing your first novel, written in 

an insanely simple way from someone who has finished and published a handful of novels.

It’s  easy to  get  bogged down and confused from other  learning books that  go into 

massive grammatical detail, but what you really need is a plan and that’s exactly what is 

set out for you here.

Let’s do this.
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Chapter One

Why do you want to write?

This is one of the hardest questions you may ever ask yourself. Deep down, you may want to 

write but you might also be confused as to why. I personally didn't know what I wanted to do with 

my life until I was 23. One day, I started writing a short story and over the months it got bigger and 

bigger until I had written a show bible and pilot script for an original science fiction television series.

So, I'll ask you now, why do you want to write? Is it because you have a passion? Is it because 

you have a story in your head you want to get out? Is it because you want to learn to express your 

creativity?

These are all great reasons to write. Writing is an amazing expression of creativity. You are 

pulling a story out of your head and providing a way for others to be able to share in that story.  

Even if you're not going to share it, just getting it out can really get things flowing.

Being a writer is and isn't as simple as sitting down and writing. If you want to make a living as a 

writer then it's going to be work. There are endless re-writes; tens, even hundreds of rejections, 

and people that won't believe you can do it. 

So, why bother? Because if it's what you love then it's worth it. One day, you may be able to sit 

back in your expensive rocking chair on the porch of your dream home, sipping a martini and 

laughing at all the people who said you would never be able to do it.

If this chapter didn't make you second guess being a writer, we're on the right track.

So, one last time, why do you want to write?
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Chapter 2 

What do I write?

This is another one of those questions that may be hard for some and easy for others.

When people ask me, “what genre do you prefer writing”?, I usually respond with, “I write what I 

feel at the time”... Upon further review, 80% of what I write is some sort of science fiction. It's what I 

like to write and it always seems to slip its way into the story.

If  you are some crazy amazing math whiz,  you could make a good living writing books on 

mathamatics and selling them online, or you might prefer to write romance. You can never tell by 

looking at a person what they like to write.

Here's a good little exercise for you. Take out a pen and paper (or use your computer). Here is a 

basic outline of a story.

A young woman named Grace meets a boy. They go out on their first date and whilst there, a  

bunch of men come in and kidnap the boy.

That is all you're getting. Now, write just a few paragraphs on how the girl saves the boy. Write it 

how you want. Happy or sad, action, romance, sci-fi or whatever else you prefer.

Once you've finished, have a good look at it and see if any genres pop out at you.

In the end, only you can know for sure what you want to write. The best thing is to just sit down 

and write.
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Chapter 3 

How do I get started?

Okay, first just relax and take some deep breaths. You've decided to write something and that's 

an amazing first step. All you're doing now is beginning to put your decision into action.

Choose what instruments you want to work with. Pen and paper, tablet or computer. Make sure 

you have some water and maybe some snacks so you don't have to move and get distracted.

Now what? Where is your idea?

Firstly, you need to have an idea of what you want to write. If you're reading books like this and 

preparing then you've probably got a story and that's why you're learning how to bring that out of 

your head.

Take your writing tool and get comfy. Start by writing a short story of what's in your head. Just 

like a synopsis of a concept. Bring that bad boy out of your head and give it some life. [At the end 

of this book there is a New Book Concept Form to help you plan your story.]

Once you've done that, you can relax for a minute. You've just started writing and you've got a 

story out. It may be short, but it's leading you to where you want to be.

You can write and re-write that short story as much as you want, adding and taking from it until  

your story is ready to take the next step.

Before we move onto the step outline, you may need to research parts of your story. There may 

be aspects that you will  need to learn more about.  If  it's  a medieval story,  you might  want  to 

research what century and location would be perfect.

Once your story is ready to expand, we can move on to one of my favorite parts of writing: the 

step outline.
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Chapter 4

The Step Outline

Step outlines are amazing. Since I began using them, I have been able to write more in a 

shorter period of time. I definitely recommend that you try to write a step outline and see how 

helpful they are.

A step outline is just as it sounds: an outline of steps.

You've written your basic story down; you may already have the beginning, middle and end. A 

step outline is simple but so effective.

Start by getting some paper or starting a new document. Now, all you do is make dot points of 

small sentences leading from the start to the end.

For example:

• Craig wakes up and has breakfast

• He gets a phone call from Pete and leaves quickly

• He goes and meets up with Pete who seems worried about something

• A car comes fast around the corner, over the footpath and goes after Pete as he starts 

running away.

You start from the beginning of your story and slowly flesh out the basic events that lead your 

protagonist from where they are to the big change in the story, to the climax and ending. Doing this 

forces you to think about each thing that might happen next.

Once you have done that, you've probably got at least six or seven pages of dot points. This 

may seem a little crazy, but then you'll realise you've just set out your entire story from start to end.  

You may follow that outline to the letter or you may use it as a basic guide, adding and taking 

things out as you go.

Let me put it this way. You've just written your book, just without all the action and dialog. Now 
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you just need to turn those pages into a few hundred.

Chapter 5

Writing your novel

Here we are. The point in the story where the protagonist goes on his or her long journey. 

They've set a path and now they need to walk it to get to 'The End'.

Firstly,  I  just wanted to let  you know that you're awesome. You've decided to write a novel, 

written out the guts of the story and created a long path (step outline) and now you're actually 

writing it. Sit back for a moment and realise that. You're writing a novel.

Now, don't set yourself  crazy goals. For most fiction books, you usually get around 100,000 

words. Break that down. If you do 1,000 words a day (very manageable) then you'll have your book 

written in 100 days. That's a full novel in just a little over three months.

There are some important things to go over before and while writing your novel. You want to 

focus on your protagonist and what they face in your story. You want that person to overcome 

something to reach their final goal.  [A story structure graphic is on the last page of this book to  

help you on your way.]

1,000 words is very realistic. Anything with the word thousand in it may seem huge but it's really 

only three or four pages of your book. If you set yourself a goal like that then some days you won't  

write and some days you might feel the flow and slam out 5,000 words. It's like the step outline  

though, you've set small goals and you have a path.

Now, let's talk about that step outline.

You have a path set ahead for your story and now all you have to do is add all the detail that 

turns your story into a novel. Each step you have written is a small story point that you can work 

with. Add detail, dialog, action and work from one step to the next. Let's work on a small example 

from my novel 'The Rise'.
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'The Rise' by Joshuah Buckle

• Josiah wakes up in a dark alley in pain and confused

That is just one small step in the story; it is also the first step to page one of my novel. Here is 

what that step turns into.

As my body lay there in the darkness, bloody and broken, the soft rain dripped down the walls 

of the alleyway and over my shattered form. I lay there motionless, unaware of my surroundings. It 

was dark and I  was alone,  unsure  of  where I  was.  Deafening thunder  broke like  a thousand 

explosions igniting at  once in  the distance.  The only thing that  lit  the shadows was scattered 

lightning that danced across the empty backdrop of the sky. I remember waking in shock, my mind 

felt as if it was being ripped from my very being. Pain coursed through my entire body, it as if I was  

on fire.  I  was unsure of what was happening and the pain made it unbearable to think simple 

thoughts.  My body  was  seizing;  pain  shocked and  coursed its  way through my nerves until  

suddenly  the  pain  subsided  as  fast  as  it  began,  like  it  never  happened.  I  was  stunned  and 

confused, but relieved.

I  stood too quickly,  not  thinking about  my injured body;  my head was filled with  a rushing 

sensation as I fell backward, hitting the wall and sliding onto the ground. I stumbled to my feet  

once more and tried to make my way to an opening in the passage, but fell to my knees. A sharp 

pain shot up from my knees through my spine. I landed on my hands. I was looking into a puddle  

of water on the ground, the lightning flashes were matching up to the explosions of thunder they 

created. I remember thinking as I looked at my reflection, ‘Who was this man staring back at me? 

How had I gotten here? And for what reason?’ After that, the world faded away once more as if the 

darkness I was living in began to consume me. I blacked out.

(Exerpt from 'The Rise' by Joshuah Buckle)

Those few paragraphs are just from one small sentence. It's all about putting meat on the bone; 

adding detail to your story to bring your character and story to life.

A story isn't just the large elements, it's also about the little things that pull you in. Why is he 

confused and in a dark alley? Why does he not know who he is? These points on page one make 

people need to read more to find out what's going on. Pull your readers in, make them want to start 
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and finish your novel in one sitting, make them not want to put it down. The small details like rain 

dripping down the walls help add atmosphere to the story. You can go too far into detail so be 

careful not to describe how many raindrops were on the wall or how many hydrogen atoms made 

up that water.

Some other books at this point will hold your hand and tell you what to do. The problem with that 

is that no one can tell you how to do this next part. Yes, there are basics like how to write dialog 

and action, but what is the point of some other writer telling you these things?

Everyone writes differently and it's only going to be detrimental to you to have someone who 

may write totally different to you telling you how to do things. You need to find your own style and 

stick with it. You really need to get that first novel written to find out how you write. There are so  

many 'How to be a writer' books out there and they all try to teach you their way of writing. The 

best path is the one that makes you find out for yourself what writer you want to be.

It doesn't matter who you are. Your religion, skin color aren't important. I just want to say this to 

every single one of you. I believe in you. I really do. If you're reading books on how to write and  

you're passionate about it, then I believe in you with every fibre of my being. Now. Sit down and 

write that book.
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Chapter 6

Staying motivated

Here is the hard part. Yes, I have said it before but this is a killer. Sometimes you may get sick 

of your story or even just get distracted.

I myself get distracted. You write and write and your head gets a little tired so you say “five 

minutes of Facebook”. An hour or two later you look down at your task bar and realise that you  

were writing something and get back into it.

I could tell you all these ways to stay motivated but what works for me may not work for you. If 

you really want to get writing though, set little goals. Instead of writing a 100,000 word book, focus 

on writing 1,000 words then you can take a break. If you set small goals, it won't seem as daunting.

Some days are better than others. While writing my supernatural fantasy novel 'The Rise', I had 

ups and downs. Some days I prepared to write so much and ended up with maybe a page and 

other days I just had the urge to write. The day I finished the novel was a big day. I was so close to 

finishing that I broke my record for how many words I have written in a single day. That number  

was 9,241 words and yes, I just had to look up my document that I keep of word per day records.

During the final 1,000 words, my heart was pounding and I couldn't stop smiling. I was not only 

almost finished but I was also getting the ending that I had planned for months on paper and it felt  

amazing.

In the end, staying motivated comes down to you but some days, you won't feel motivated and 

that's fine too.
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Chapter 7

You've finished, now what?

You've written your story, your outline and you've pushed through the unmotivated times all the 

way to 'The End'.

You've just pressed save one last time to make sure and you're sitting back in your chair with an 

amazing feeling of accomplishment.

Before I try to give you some words of wisdom, I want to say congratulations. It's a great feeling 

and you deserve it. It is no small feat to pull an idea out of your head and turn it into a complete  

novel. You've done something that many talk about, but few do.

Now that  the congratulations  are  over,  it's  time to  relax because what  comes next  is  time 

consuming and crazy making.

Read your book. If possible, read it out loud so that you can hear the dialog. Hearing the dialog 

will help you figure out if it's realistic or not. Before you send it off to an editor, you need to edit it 

yourself once or twice. Just sit down and read your book, highlighting and changing things as you 

go that you want to change, add or take out.

When you write a book, everything can seem great but when you re-read it you find little things 

that you want to change or people's names that don't match up etc.

Once you are happy with the story, you can go online and find an editor. You may even know an 

editor or someone who is amazing with English and grammar who can help.

Once the book is edited, you need to make a decision. Do you find a publisher or do you self-

publish? Paperback or eBook? These are just a few things to ask yourself.

If you want to find a publisher then you're going to need to write a query letter, get a synopsis 

ready etc. A query letter is a page or two about yourself and your book that you send to publishers. 

Some publishers have submission pages on their websites. The best thing to do is research what 
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publishers mostly publish your genre and style of book. and make a list. Once that list is full, start 

emailing.

If you want to self publish, there are many places like LULU and LIGHTNING SOURCE that can 

help you get your book published.

Another way that is becoming popular is self publishing eBooks. With places like Amazon, there 

are no upfront costs. You write the book, make a cover and upload it to sell at your own set price. 

You then make a percentage of the profit of your book.

This can be a final step, selling your work online. Many people are making quite a good living 

doing this. However, you can also use the eBook as a tool. If you sell a few thousand copies of  

your eBook you can start looking for a publisher and use how many people have bought your book 

(including your great reviews) to have them pick you up. I believe they would look at an author 

more seriously if  they've already had books sold and good reviews because without their help 

you've still been able to build an audience.

Once you have decided a path, take it and stay strong. You could be someone who has a book 

deal in a few weeks or it could take years. Just make sure you keep writing your next books while  

waiting for replies from your first. Book number two or three could be that big hit that turns into a  

block buster movie and number one best seller.
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Personal Message

I just want to say congratulations once more on starting your journey. It is no simple task to want 

to become a writer and it can be a long, hard road.

Before I had a book published and landed a manager for my film work, I had many rejections. 

Don't take them personally - 99% of publishers won't open your email either because they don't  

take submissions or they're not interested in new clients. Maybe you just need to redo your query 

letter. Not many of them will actually stop and read your book, but at some point someone will.

Always stay positive. Some times will  be harder than others but just remember that nothing 

ventured means nothing gained. I could spout a million quotes and lines about sticking to it, but it  

doesn't matter. If you want it bad enough you will push through any obstacle to get there.

In closing, I just wanted to say one last time that I believe in you. Just know that no matter what 

you're writing, there is someone out there who knows you can do it.

My last words of advice?

Stop reading this book and write your own.

- Joshuah Buckle
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NEW BOOK CONCEPT FORM

Name of Concept: 

Genre: 

Created By: 

Date:

Concept overview:

Who is the protagonist?

Who/what is the antagonist?

                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
The Dilemma:

Act 1 overview:

Act 2 overview:

Act 3 overview:
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